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ABSTRACT
Into The Deep is a composition for symphony orchestra, approximately 11 minutes in
duration.. It explores diving beneath the ocean to explore an underwater civilization. The
prospect of there being lost underwater civilizations is an intriguing idea that gave the
inspiration for this piece. The piece is programmatic in a sense that it sets out-a linear
progression of events in a wave or palindrome shape. The events represent the initial
plunge, the encountering of aquatic life, the exploration of a lost civilization and then the
return to the surface. The Vocalists serve to represent Sea Sirens, calling out when there
is motion into and out of “the deep“.
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PROGRAMNOTES
Into The Deep is a composition for symphony orchestra that runs approximately
11 minutes in duration. In addition to orchestra, vocalists are also used in the piece and
there is a significant role given to the percussion throughout.
Into The Deep employs an array of theoretical ideas that progress to and from each
other. Such concepts as atonal and tonal harmonies are juxtaposed together and contrary
to each other. Other ideas include the 12-note aggregate and complement concept and the
pitch interval set [02368t] which is used in its entirety or in fragments. There are also
frequent references to the major and minor third interval as well as a phrases of
expanding or contracting intervals. Like the shape of a palindrome, the ideas build in
density (or similarly in weight) and then subside while morphing into the next section.
Octatonic material works well as a binding and transitional harmony when moving
between each section.
To assist the listening, it would be best to visualise Into The Deep as being a large
wave form with a palindrome shape. Both literally and abstractly, the piece represents a
plunge down in the ocean that leads to encounters of sea life as well as a sunken lost city
before returning to the surface of the water.
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INSTRUMENTATION
Piccolo
2

Flutes (2nd doubling on Piccolo)

2

Oboes

2

b I> Clarinets

2

Bassoons

2

Homs in F (Straight Mute)
b I’

Trumpet (Harmon & Straight Mute)

Trombone (Straight Mute)
Bass Trombone (Straight Mute)

Timpani (4) & Tom-tom

3

Percussion
Percussion I

: Bells, Marimba* (2 mallets), Suspended Cymbal, Gong, Bass Drum**

Percussion II: Xylophone, Vibraphone***, Bass Drum**
P er cu ssio n

III: Marimba* (4 mallets), Vibraphone***, Bass Drum**

Piano

Soprano
Mezzo Soprano

Strings
* Note: Percussion I and Percussion III are intended to use the same Marimba (4.5 octave).
** Note: Only one Bass Drum is necessary.
*** Note: Percussion II and Percussion III are intended to use the same Vibraphone.
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